Minutes from January 11, 2016 AU Parent Association Meeting

In attendance: Melissa Gates, Kathleen Watchorn, Barbara McElroy, Sylvia Hubschman, Dorothy Kalicki

Minutes
A correction was made to the By-laws section and resent out

Treasures Report
Balance of $930.10

By-Laws
The Board reviewed the new proposed By-laws
Changes to be made: remove ABLE to University College
Amend voting section to consistent with the proposed By-laws

Strategic Plan Ideas
Further discussion next meeting

Fundraising
No changes to the contribution form

Spring Event
The Spring Event was discussed. There will be two shows to choose from: Picnic at 7:00p.m. or the Symphony at 8:00 p.m. Kathleen brought in catering quotes & food options. The idea of an open bar was discussed and not cost effective. The price of a parent package will be $27.00 and include dinner & show admission. Barbara will supply the flowers.

Other Upcoming Events/Go Bag/Brochure
There will be an Accepted Students Day on April 10th and 16th. Should we have a brochure to hand out?

*Facebook update
Barbara developed a calendar with helpful information and topics to be implemented on the UA Facebook Page

**Kathleen reported that the school database information will be available for use to the AUPA. Kathleen has been working on a database based on information from parents who have registered from previous events and “Meet and Greets”

Next Meeting
February 29, 2016 @6:30 p.m.